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GACE Middle Grades Mathematics Flashcard Study System uses repetitive methods of study

to teach you how to break apart and quickly solve difficult test questions on the Georgia

Assessments for the Certification of Educators. Study after study has shown that spaced

repetition is the most effective form of learning, and nothing beats flashcards when it comes to

making repetitive learning fun and fast. Our flashcards enable you to study small, digestible bits

of information that are easy to learn and give you exposure to the different question types and

concepts. GACE Middle Grades Mathematics Flashcard Study System covers all of the most

important topics that you'll need to know to be successful on test day.



Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades

MathematicsExplain the decimal system and define the terms decimal, decimal point, and

decimal place.Arithmetic and AlgebraThe decimal, or base 10, system is a number system that

uses ten different digits (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9). An example of a number system that uses

something other than ten digits is the binary, or base 2, number system, used by computers,

which uses only the numbers 0 and 1. It is thought that the decimal system originated because

people had only their 10 fingers for counting.Decimal number – any number that uses a

decimal point to show the part of the number that is less than one. Example: 1.234.Decimal

point – a symbol used to separate the ones place from the tenths place in decimals or dollars

from cents in currency.Decimal place – the position of a number to the right of the decimal

point. In the decimal 0.123, the 1 is in the first place to the right of the decimal point, indicating

tenths; the 2 is in the second place, indicating hundredths; and the 3 is in the third place,

indicating thousandths.Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsDefine the following common arithmetic terms specific to

numbers: integers, prime, composite, even, and odd.Arithmetic and AlgebraNumbers are the

basic building blocks of mathematics. Specific features of numbers are identified by the

following terms:Integer – any positive or negative whole number, including zero. Integers do not

include fractions , decimals (0.56), or mixed numbers .Prime number – any whole number

greater than 1 that has only two factors, itself and 1; that is, a number that can be divided

evenly only by 1 and itself.Composite number – any whole number greater than 1 that has

more than two different factors; in other words, any whole number that is not a prime number.

For example: The composite number 8 has the factors of 1, 2, 4, and 8.Even number – any

integer that can be divided by 2 without leaving a remainder. For example: 2, 4, 6, 8, and so

on.Odd number – any integer that cannot be divided evenly by 2. For example: 3, 5, 7, 9, and

so on.Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades

MathematicsDescribe number lines and their use.Arithmetic and AlgebraA number line is a

graph to see the distance between numbers. Basically, this graph shows the relationship

between numbers. So, a number line may have a point for zero and may show negative

numbers on the left side of the line. Also, any positive numbers are placed on the right side of

the line.Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades

MathematicsDescribe rational, irrational, and real numbers.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a

related video.Enter video code: 461071Arithmetic and AlgebraRational numbers include all

integers, decimals, and fractions. Any terminating or repeating decimal number is a rational

number.Irrational numbers cannot be written as fractions or decimals because the number of

decimal places is infinite and there is no recurring pattern of digits within the number. For

example, pi (<�• begins with 3.141592 and continues without terminating or repeating, so pi is an

irrational number.Real numbers are the set of all rational and irrational numbers.Arithmetic and

Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsDiscuss

place value and writing numbers in word form.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related

video.Enter video code: 205433Arithmetic and AlgebraWhen writing numbers out in word form

or translating word form to numbers, it is essential to understand how a place value system

works. In the decimal or base-10 system, each digit of a number represents how many of the

corresponding place value – a specific factor of 10 – are contained in the number being

represented. To make reading numbers easier, every three digits to the left of the decimal

place is preceded by a comma. The following table demonstrates some of the place



values:Power of 10Value1,000100101PlacethousandshundredstensonesPower of

10Value0.10.010.001PlacetenthshundredthsthousandthsFor example, consider the number

4,546.09, which can be separated into each place value like this:4: thousands5: hundreds4:

tens6: ones0: tenths9: hundredthsThis number in word form would be four thousand five

hundred forty-six and nine hundredths.Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsName each point on the number line

below:Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter video code: 816439Arithmetic and

AlgebraWe can use the dashed lines on the number line to identify each point. Each dashed

line between two whole numbers is . The line halfway between two numbers is .Arithmetic and

Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsDefine

mathematical expressions and operations.Arithmetic and AlgebraMathematical expressions

consist of a combination of values and operations. An operation is simply a mathematical

process that takes some value(s) as input(s) and produces an output. Elementary operations

are often written in the following form: value operation value. For instance, in the expression

the values are 1 and 2 and the operation is addition. Performing the operation gives the output

of 3. In this way we can say that and 3 are equal, or .Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media

- flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsDefine absolute value and show that

3=-3 using a number line.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter video code:

314669Arithmetic and AlgebraA precursor to working with negative numbers is understanding

what absolute values are. A number’s absolute value is simply the distance away from zero a

number is on the number line. The absolute value of a number is always positive and is

written . For example, the absolute value of 3, written as , is 3 because the distance between 0

and 3 on a number line is three units. Likewise, the absolute value of –3, written as is 3

because the distance between 0 and –3 on a number line is three units. So, .Arithmetic and

Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsList the

basic mathematical operations of multiplication and division and give examples of each.Visit

mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter video code: 643326Arithmetic and

AlgebraMultiplication can be thought of as repeated addition. One number (the multiplier)

indicates how many times to add the other number (the multiplicand) to itself. For example, .

With multiplication, the order does not matter: or , either way the result (the product) is the

same.If the signs are the same the product is positive when multiplying signed numbers. For

example, and . If the signs are opposite, the product is negative. For example, and . When

more than two factors are multiplied together, the sign of the product is determined by how

many negative factors are present. If there are an odd number of negative factors then the

product is negative, whereas an even number of negative factors indicates a positive product.

For instance, and .Division is the opposite operation to multiplication; one number (the divisor)

tells us how many parts to divide the other number (the dividend) into. The result of division is

called the quotient. For example, ; if 20 is split into 4 equal parts, each part is 5. With division,

the order of the numbers does matter, .The rules for dividing signed numbers are similar to

multiplying signed numbers. If the dividend and divisor have the same sign, the quotient is

positive. If the dividend and divisor have opposite signs, the quotient is negative. For

example, .Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle

Grades MathematicsList the basic mathematical operations of addition and subtraction and

give examples of each.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter video code:

521157Arithmetic and AlgebraAddition increases the value of one quantity by the value of

another quantity (both called addends). For example, . The result is called the sum. With

addition, the order does not matter, .When adding signed numbers, if the signs are the same



simply add the absolute values of the addends and apply the original sign to the sum. For

example, and . When the original signs are different, take the absolute values of the addends

and subtract the smaller value from the larger value, then apply the original sign of the larger

value to the difference. For instance, and .Subtraction is the opposite operation to addition; it

decreases the value of one quantity (the minuend) by the value of another quantity (the

subtrahend). For example, . The result is called the difference. Note that with subtraction, the

order does matter,.For subtracting signed numbers, change the sign of the subtrahend and

then follow the same rules used for addition. For example, .Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix

Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsOutline the properties of

exponentsVisit mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter video codes: 600998 and

532558Arithmetic and AlgebraThe properties of exponents are as

follows:PropertyDescriptionAny number to the power of 1 is equal to itselfThe number 1 raised

to any power is equal to 1Any number raised to the power of 0 is equal to 1Add exponents to

multiply powers of the same base numberSubtract exponents to divide powers of the same

base numberWhen a power is raised to a power, the exponents are multipliedMultiplication and

division operations inside parentheses can be raised to a power. This is the same as each term

being raised to that power.A negative exponent is the same as the reciprocal of a positive

exponentNote that exponents do not have to be integers. Fractional or decimal exponents

follow all the rules above as well. Example: .Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsDescribe parentheses and

exponents.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter video code: 978600Arithmetic

and AlgebraParentheses are used to designate which operations should be done first when

there are multiple operations. Example: ; the parentheses tell us that we must add 2 and 1, and

then subtract the sum from 4, rather than subtracting 2 from 4 and then adding 1 (this would

give us an answer of 3).An exponent is a superscript number placed next to another number at

the top right. It indicates how many times the base number is to be multiplied by itself.

Exponents provide a shorthand way to write what would be a longer mathematical expression,

for example: . A number with an exponent of 2 is said to be “squared,” while a number with an

exponent of 3 is said to be “cubed.” The value of a number raised to an exponent is called its

power. So, is read as “8 to the 4th power,” or “8 raised to the power of 4.”Arithmetic and

Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsExplain the

correct order of operations, including a discussion of PEMDAS.Visit mometrix.com/academy

for a related video.Enter video code: 259675Arithmetic and AlgebraOrder of operations is a set

of rules that dictates the order in which we must perform each operation in an expression so

that we will evaluate it accurately. If we have an expression that includes multiple different

operations, order of operations tells us which operations to do first. The most common

mnemonic for order of operations is PEMDAS, or "Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally."

PEMDAS stands for parentheses, exponents, multiplication, division, addition, and subtraction.

It is important to understand that multiplication and division have equal precedence, as do

addition and subtraction, so those pairs of operations are simply worked from left to right in

order.For example, evaluating the expression using the correct order of operations would be

done like this:· P: Perform the operations inside the parentheses: · E: Simplify the

exponents.o The equation now looks like this: · MD: Perform multiplication and division

from left to right: ; then o The equation now looks like this: · AS: Perform addition and

subtraction from left to right: ; then Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsDiscuss roots and explain how they

relate to exponents.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter video codes: 795655



and 648063Arithmetic and AlgebraA root, such as a square root, is another way of writing a

fractional exponent. Instead of using a superscript, roots use the radical symbol () to indicate

the operation. A radical will have a number underneath the bar, and may sometimes have a

number in the upper left: , read as “the nth root of a.” The relationship between radical notation

and exponent notation can be described by this equation: . The two special cases of and are

called square roots and cube roots. If there is no number to the upper left, it is understood to

be a square root (). Nearly all of the roots you encounter will be square roots. A square root is

the same as a number raised to the one-half power. When we say that a is the square root of b

(), we mean that a multiplied by itself equals b: ().A perfect square is a number that has an

integer for its square root. There are 10 perfect squares from 1 to 100: 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49,

64, 81, 100 (the squares of integers 1 through 10).Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsDemonstrate how to subtract 189 from

525 using regrouping.Arithmetic and AlgebraFirst, set up the subtraction problem in vertical

form:525–189Notice that the numbers in the ones and tens columns of 525 are smaller than

the numbers in the ones and tens columns of 189. This means you will need to use regrouping

to perform subtraction:525–189To subtract 9 from 5 in the ones column you will need to borrow

from the 2 in the tens columns:5115–1896Next, to subtract 8 from 1 in the tens column you will

need to borrow from the 5 in the hundreds column:41115–18936Last, subtract the 1 from the 4

in the hundreds column:41115–189336Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsDiscuss subtraction with

regrouping.Arithmetic and AlgebraA great way to make use of some of the features built into

the decimal system would be regrouping when attempting longform subtraction operations.

When subtracting within a place value, sometimes the minuend is smaller than the subtrahend,

regrouping enables you to ‘borrow’ a unit from a place value to the left in order to get a positive

difference.Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle

Grades MathematicsDefine greatest common factor (GCF) and least common multiple

(LCM).Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter video codes: 838699 and

946579Arithmetic and AlgebraThe greatest common factor (GCF) is the largest number that is

a factor of two or more numbers. For example, the factors of 15 are 1, 3, 5, and 15; the factors

of 35 are 1, 5, 7, and 35. Therefore, the greatest common factor of 15 and 35 is 5.Often listed

out in multiplication tables, multiples are integer increments of a given factor. In other words,

dividing a multiple by the factor number will result in an integer. For example, the multiples of 7

include: . Dividing 7, 14, 21, 28, or 35 by 7 will result in the integers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5,

respectively.The least common multiple (LCM) is the smallest number that is a multiple of two

or more numbers. For example, the multiples of 3 include 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, etc.; the multiples of 5

include 5, 10, 15, 20, etc. Therefore, the least common multiple of 3 and 5 is 15.Arithmetic and

Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsDefine the

term factor and explain common and prime factors with examples.Visit mometrix.com/academy

for a related video.Enter video code: 920086Arithmetic and AlgebraFactors are numbers that

are multiplied together to obtain a product. For example, in the equation , the numbers 2 and 3

are factors.A prime number has only two factors (1 and itself), but other numbers can have

many factors.A common factor is a number that divides exactly into two or more other

numbers. For example, the factors of 12 are 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 12, while the factors of 15 are 1,

3, 5, and 15. The common factors of 12 and 15 are 1 and 3.A prime factor is also a prime

number. Therefore, the prime factors of 12 are 2 and 3. For 15, the prime factors are 3 and

5.Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades

MathematicsWrite each number in words:(a) 29(b) 478(c) 98,542(d) 0.06(e) 13.113Arithmetic



and AlgebraEach written out in words would be:(a) twenty-nine(b) four hundred seventy-

eight(c) ninety-eight thousand five hundred forty-two(d) six hundredths(e) thirteen and one

hundred thirteen thousandthsArithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsWrite the place value of each digit in the following number:

14,059.826.Arithmetic and AlgebraThe place value for each digit would be as

follows:DigitPlace Value1ten-

thousands4thousands0hundreds5tens9ones8tenths2hundredths6thousandthsArithmetic and

Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades

MathematicsDemonstrate how to subtract 477 from 620 using regrouping.Arithmetic and

AlgebraFirst, set up the subtraction problem in vertical form:620–477To subtract 7 from 0 in the

ones column you will need to borrow from the 2 in the tens column:6110–4773Next, to subtract

7 from the 1 that’s still in the tens column you will need to borrow from the 6 in the hundreds

column:51110–47743Lastly, subtract 4 from the 5 remaining in the hundreds column:51110–

477143Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades

MathematicsWrite each of the following in numbers:(a) nine thousand four hundred thirty-

five(b) three hundred two thousand eight hundred seventy-six(c) nine hundred one

thousandths(d) nineteen thousandths(e) seven thousand one hundred forty-two and eighty-five

hundredthsArithmetic and AlgebraEach in numeric form would be:(a) 9,435(b) 302, 876(c)

0.901(d) 0.019(e) 7,142.85Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsExplain fractions, numerators, and denominators.Arithmetic

and AlgebraA fraction is a number that is expressed as one integer written above another

integer, with a dividing line between them . It represents the quotient of the two numbers “x

divided by y.” It can also be thought of as x out of y equal parts.The top number of a fraction is

called the numerator, and it represents the number of parts under consideration. The 1 in

means that 1 part out of the whole is being considered in the calculation. The bottom number

of a fraction is called the denominator, and it represents the total number of equal parts. The 4

in means that the whole consists of 4 equal parts. A fraction cannot have a denominator of

zero; this is referred to as “undefined.”Fractions can be manipulated, without changing the

value of the fraction, by multiplying or dividing (but not adding or subtracting) both the

numerator and denominator by the same number. If you divide both numbers by a common

factor, you are reducing or simplifying the fraction. Two fractions that have the same value but

are expressed differently are known as equivalent fractions. For example, are all equivalent

fractions. They can also all be reduced or simplified to .When two fractions are manipulated so

that they have the same denominator, this is known as finding a common denominator. The

number chosen to be that common denominator should be the least common multiple of the

two original denominators. Example: the least common multiple of 4 and 6 is 12. Manipulating

to achieve the common denominator: .Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsSimplify the following expressions with

exponents:(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) Arithmetic and AlgebraUsing the properties of exponents and the

proper order of operations:(a) Any number raised to the power of 0 is equal to 1: (b) The

number 1 raised to any power is equal to 1: (c) Add exponents to multiply powers of the same

base: (d) When a power is raised to a power, the exponents are multiplied: (e) Perform the

operation inside the parentheses first: Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsDescribe the process for adding,

subtracting, multiplying, and dividing fractions.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related

video.Enter video codes: 378080, 638849, and 300874Arithmetic and AlgebraAdding and

Subtracting FractionsIf two fractions have a common denominator, they can be added or



subtracted simply by adding or subtracting the two numerators and retaining the same

denominator. If the two fractions do not already have the same denominator, one or both of

them must be manipulated to achieve a common denominator before they can be added or

subtracted. Example: .Multiplying FractionsTwo fractions can be multiplied by multiplying the

two numerators to find the new numerator and the two denominators to find the new

denominator. Example: .Dividing FractionsTwo fractions can be divided by flipping the

numerator and denominator of the second fraction and then proceeding as though it were a

multiplication. Example: .Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsDiscuss improper fractions and mixed numbers.Visit

mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter video codes: 211077 and 262335Arithmetic

and AlgebraA fraction whose denominator is greater than its numerator is known as a proper

fraction, while a fraction whose numerator is greater than its denominator is known as an

improper fraction. Proper fractions have values less than one and improper fractions have

values greater than one.A mixed number is a number that contains both an integer and a

fraction. Any improper fraction can be rewritten as a mixed number. Example: . Similarly, any

mixed number can be rewritten as an improper fraction. Example: .Arithmetic and Algebra©

Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsDescribe the process

of adding and subtracting decimals.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter

video code: 381101Arithmetic and AlgebraWhen adding and subtracting decimals, the decimal

points must always be aligned. Adding decimals is just like adding regular whole numbers.

Example: .If the problem-solver does not properly align the decimal points, an incorrect answer

of 4.7 may result. An easy way to add decimals is to align all of the decimal points in a vertical

column visually. This will allow one to see exactly where the decimal should be placed in the

final answer. Begin adding from right to left. Add each column in turn, making sure to carry the

number to the left if a column adds up to more than 9. The same rules apply to the subtraction

of decimals.Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle

Grades MathematicsDescribe decimals and their relationship to powers of ten and

fractions.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter video code: 837268Arithmetic

and AlgebraDecimals are one way to represent parts of a whole. Using the place value system,

each digit to the right of a decimal point denotes the number of units of a corresponding

negative power of ten. For example, consider the decimal 0.24. We can use a model to

represent the decimal. Since a dime is worth one-tenth of a dollar and a penny is worth one-

hundredth of a dollar, one possible model to represent this fraction is to have 2 dimes

representing the 2 in the tenths place and 4 pennies representing the 4 in the hundredths

place:To write the decimal as a fraction, put the decimal in the numerator with 1 in the

denominator. Multiply the numerator and denominator by tens until there are no more decimal

places. Then simplify the fraction to lowest terms. For example, converting 0.24 to a

fraction:Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades

MathematicsExplain the process of dividing with decimals.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a

related video.Enter video code: 560690Arithmetic and AlgebraEvery division problem has a

divisor and a dividend. The dividend is the number that is being divided. In the problem , 14 is

the dividend and 7 is the divisor. In a division problem with decimals, the divisor must be

converted into a whole number. Begin by moving the decimal in the divisor to the right until a

whole number is created. Next, move the decimal in the dividend the same number of spaces

to the right. For example, 4.9 into 24.5 would become 49 into 245. The decimal was moved one

space to the right to create a whole number in the divisor, and then the same was done for the

dividend. Once the whole numbers are created, the problem is carried out normally: Arithmetic



and Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades

MathematicsDescribe how to multiply using decimals.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a

related video.Enter video code: 731574Arithmetic and AlgebraA simple multiplication problem

has two components: a multiplicand and a multiplier. When multiplying decimals, work as

though the numbers were whole rather than decimals. Once the final product is calculated,

count the number of places to the right of the decimal in both the multiplicand and the

multiplier. Then, count that number of places from the right of the product and place the

decimal in that position.For example, has a total of three places to the right of the respective

decimals. Multiply to get 31488. Now, beginning on the right, count three places to the left and

insert the decimal. The final product will be 31.488.Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsDiscuss percentage problems and the

process to be used for solving them.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter

video code: 932623Arithmetic and AlgebraThere are three components in each of these cases:

a whole (W), a part (P), and a percentage (%). These are related by the equation: . This can

easily be rearranged into other forms that may suit different questions better: and . Percentage

problems are often also word problems. As such, a large part of solving them is figuring out

which quantities are what. For example, consider the following word problem:In a school

cafeteria, 7 students choose pizza, 9 choose hamburgers, and 4 choose tacos. What

percentage of student choose tacos?To find the whole, you must first add all of the parts: . The

percentage can then be found by dividing the part by the whole ):.Arithmetic and Algebra©

Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsExplain the

relationships between percentages, fractions, and decimals.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a

related video.Enter video code: 141911Arithmetic and AlgebraPercentages can be thought of

as fractions that are based on a whole of 100; that is, one whole is equal to 100%. The word

percent means "per hundred." Percentage problems are often presented in three main ways:·

Find what percentage of some number another number is.o Example: What percentage of

40 is 8?· Find what number is some percentage of a given number.o Example: What

number is 20% of 40?· Find what number another number is a given percentage of.o

Example: What number is 8 20% of?Arithmetic and Algebra© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsDefine rational and irrational

numbersVisit mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter video code: 280645Arithmetic

and AlgebraThe term rational means that the number can be expressed as a ratio or fraction.

That is, a number, r, is rational if and only if it can be represented by a fraction where a and b

are integers and b does not equal 0. The set of rational numbers includes integers and

decimals. If there is no finite way to represent a value with a fraction of integers, then the

number is irrational. Common examples of irrational numbers include: .Arithmetic and

Algebra© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/gaceMiddle Grades MathematicsExplain the

process of converting between percentages, decimals, and fractions.
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